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Abstract This paper deals with autonomous naviga-

tion of unmanned ground vehicles (UGV). The UGV

has to reach its assigned final configuration in a struc-

tured environments (e.g. a warehouse or an urban envi-

ronment), and to avoid colliding neither with the route

boundaries nor any obstructing obstacles. In this paper,

vehicle planning/set-points definition is addressed. A

new efficient and flexible methodology for vehicle nav-

igation throughout optimal and discrete selected way-

points is proposed. Combining multi-criteria optimiza-

tion and expanding tree allows safe, smooth and fast ve-

hicle overall navigation. This navigation through way-

points permits to avoid any path/trajectory planning

which could be time consuming and complex, mainly

in cluttered and dynamic environment. To evaluate the

flexibility and the efficiency of the proposed methodol-
ogy based on expanding tree (taking into account the

vehicle model and uncertainties), an important part of

this paper is dedicated to give an accurate comparison

with another proposed optimization based on the com-

monly used grid map. A set of simulations, comparison

with other methods and experiments, using an urban

electric vehicle, are presented and demonstrate the re-

liability of our proposals.
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1 Introduction

Fully autonomous vehicle navigation is a complex prob-

lem of major interest for the research community. Sys-

tems capable of performing efficient and robust autono-

mous navigation are unquestionably useful in many ro-

botic applications such as manufacturing technologies

[27], urban transportation [19], assistance to disabled or

elderly people [25] and surveillance [30]. Even if a lot of

progress has been made, some specific technologies have

to be improved for real applications. This paper ad-

dresses specifically the problem of planning/set-points

definition for autonomous navigation of vehicle in an

urban environment (cf. Fig. 1).

1.1 Overview of navigation strategies

Different strategies for autonomous navigation have been

proposed in the literature [2], [10] and [22]. The most

popular approaches are based on the tracking of a pre-

defined reference trajectory [24]. The reference trajec-

Fig. 1 Autonomous navigation of UGVs in a dedicated
structured environment (Clermont-Ferrand, France).
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tory can be obtained using a combination of path plan-

ning and trajectory generation techniques [21]. The com-

putation of a time-parameterized path while taking into

account different vehicle constraints and environment

characteristics is time-consuming [18] and [7]. Different

algorithms for computation of a safe path (without tem-

poral reference) require less computational time [21].

Typically, to obtain the reference path to be followed by

the vehicle, arc-lines, B-splines or polynomial equations

are used to interpolate points/waypoints [11], [8], [19]

and [22]. A method to obtain these points was proposed

in [28]. In [28], the authors use agent’s observation and

the geometric characteristics of the environment to se-

lect the waypoints. These waypoints can be used to re-

duce the planning time of existing planners. However,

the method is based only on the position, the orien-

tation and vehicle model are not taken into account.

In [10], a feasible path is obtained using a polynomial

curvature spiral. In [6], the trajectory generation me-

thod generates a smooth path considering the kinody-

namic constraints of the vehicle. In [19], trajectories are

built using user assigned points and interpolation func-

tions such as cubic splines, trigonometric splines and

clothoids. Moreover, velocity profiles along the trajec-

tory are specified to improve the passengers comfort

which is related to the acceleration. Nevertheless, tra-

jectory generation presents some drawbacks such as the

necessity of a specific planning method, a guarantee of

continuity between different segments of the trajectory

and more flexibility for dynamic replanning.

Otherwise, contrary to follow/track a trajectory to

lead the robot toward its objective, few works in the

literature propose to use only specific way-points in the

environment to lead the robot toward its final objec-

tive. In [3], the authors propose a navigation via as-

signed static points for a unicycle robot. Nevertheless,

the definition of the mission is less accurate because this

strategy does not consider: the kinematic constraints of

the robot (maximum velocity and steering), the orien-

tation error and the velocity profile of the robot when

it reaches the assigned point. In this paper, we present

a navigation strategy which avoids the generation of

a specific reference trajectory. Vehicle movements are

generated using the control law that we have recently

proposed in [33]. We will demonstrate in this paper that

only few waypoints will be sufficient to guarantee safe

and flexible vehicle navigation. We propose two meth-

ods to obtain these optimal waypoints in a known envi-

ronment. These methods can take into account vehicle

kinematic and perception/vehicle model uncertainties.

The main advantage of this navigation strategy is its

flexibility. The vehicle can perform different movements

between waypoints without the necessity of replanning

any reference trajectory, and it can also add or change

the location of the successive waypoints according to

the environment configuration or the task to achieve.

This strategy allows thus flexible navigation while tak-

ing into account appropriate waypoints suitably placed

in the environment.

1.2 Related works

Different algorithms can be used to obtain waypoints

configuration such as A∗, D∗ [7], Rapidly Random Tree

(RRT) [18], Sparse A∗ Search (SAS) [31]. At this aim,

Configuration space (C-space), space of all possible con-

figuration of the robot [29], enables the identification of

the safe area where the vehicle can navigate without a

collision risk (free space C-spacefree). C-space is used

to compute the minimum distance to C-spaceobst (ob-

stacle or road boundaries space). Fig. 2 shows the C-

space and its Voronöı diagram [20] in gray scale w.r.t.

the distance to the closest C-spaceobst (the whitest area

represents the safest area).

Typically, algorithms based on grid map (e.g., A∗

or D∗) produce the shortest path by optimization of

a criterion such as the distance to the goal, distance

to the risk area, etc. [7]. The algorithm begins gener-

ally at the final cell (final position) and traverses the

cell’s neighbors until to reach the initial position. The

cost of traveling through the neighbor is added to the

total cost, the neighbor with the lowest total cost is

selected, and so on. The process terminates once the

initial position is reached. The path is given through

the cell positions of the grid map while backtracking

Obstacle 1

Obstacle 2

Road

(a)

C-spaceobst1

C-spaceobst2

C-spacefree

C-spaceobst3

(b)

Fig. 2 (a) Road scheme and (b) its C-space with its Voronöı
diagram.
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the cells which have the lower path cost, sometimes a

polynomial interpolation is used to obtain a smooth

path [8]. In [34], the authors present an A∗ algorithm

using clothoid trajectories assuming constant velocity

along them. Therefore, appropriate waypoints can be

selected from this shortest path while only considering

the cells where an orientation change occurs (w.r.t. its

predecessor). Nonetheless, this algorithm does not con-

sider neither former/initial vehicle orientation nor its

kinematic constraints.

Instead of using grid map, it is possible also to ob-

tain safe, feasible and smooth path using expanding

tree algorithms (e.g., RRT, RRT* or SAS [21], [18],

[15] and [31]). This could be done by providing to the

vehicle-model the commands to reach the successive se-

lected nodes until the goal [21], [18] and [31]. The basic

process of RRT consists in selecting, at each sample

time, a random node qrandom in the C-spacefree. This

selection considers generally only position qrandom =

(xrandom, yrandom) without any a priori vehicle orien-

tation [21]. Then, the commands (discrete values) are

applied to vehicle (from its current position and orien-

tation) during a constant time texp. The vehicle model

and constant commands allow to predict the final ve-

hicle position at the end of texp. The commands that

produce the closest position qchosen (a node which op-

timizes a dedicated task criterion [32]) to current ran-

dom node qrandom are selected and stored with qchoose.

A new expansion starts until to reach qrandom or to

select a new random node qnewrandom. Therefore, the way-

points can be selected, as in the case of grid map,

while only considering the nodes where an orientation

change occurs (w.r.t. its predecessor node). Algorithms

based on RRT are very useful for motion planning be-

cause they can provide the commands (based on the

kinematic/dynamic model of the vehicle) to reach the

desired final configuration [18] and [32]. Moreover, it

avoids the use of grid maps that can increase the com-

putation time for large environment. In [31], the au-

thors use the expanding tree for trajectory planning in-

troducing different constraints such as maximum turn-

ing angle and route distance. Nevertheless, this me-

thod does not consider neither the vehicle movements

along the trajectory nor localization uncertainties. In

[14], sequential composition of controllers (e.g., go to

the landmark and wall following controller) are used to

generate valid vehicle states qchoose to the navigation

function. This approach avoids to find a single glob-

ally attractive control law and allows to use some ad-

ditional sensing capability of the robot when the land-

mark is unreachable (e.g. GPS-denied area). However,

the obtained navigation function has a complex compu-

tational processing. The most important drawbacks of

expanding tree algorithms are the slow convergence to

cover all space until to reach the goal and that in most

cases it does not provide the shortest path since the

nodes are randomly selected [1]. Furthermore, it is im-

portant to underline that in the RRT the control com-

mands are maintained during a certain time, whereas

in this paper the vehicle movement takes into account

the definition of the used control law in addition to the

vehicle model (cf. subsection 3.2). A comparison with

RRT and Voronöı approaches is shown in subsection

4.1.2.

In this paper, we propose a method based on ex-

panding tree to obtain the optimal waypoint configura-

tion in a structured environment (cf. Fig. 4). It allows

to consider constraints such as the kinematic model and

the used control law. Criteria to optimize are related to

the kinematic constraints of the vehicle (non-holonomy,

maximum velocity and steering angle) and localization

uncertainties. To highlight the advantages and flexibil-

ity of our proposal, a comparison with another proposed

method, based on the commonly used grid map, is pre-

sented (cf. Section 3). The method based on grid map

algorithm considers the vehicle as one cell without con-

straints and it can move only through the cells of the

grid map. The trajectory of the vehicle depends on the

choice of the waypoint configuration (cf. Section 4). We

will show that the method based on grid map is less

flexible and less efficient with regards to the methods

based on expanding tree (cf. Section 4).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the

next section presents the navigation framework, the

waypoint assignment strategy for navigation, the vehi-

cle model and its control law. The selection of waypoint

configurations in the environment using a multi-criteria

optimization techniques is described in Section 3. Sim-

ulation and experiments are given in Section 4. Finally,

Section 5 provides a conclusion and prospects for future

studies.

2 Overall autonomous navigation framework

An important condition in the field of autonomous ve-

hicle is to ensure safe and flexible vehicle navigation

(cf. Fig. 4). In this work, safe navigation consists in

not colliding with the road limits and other obstacles

while respecting the physical constraints of the vehicle.

Flexible navigation consists in allowing different possi-

ble movements to achieve the task, while guaranteeing

a smooth trajectory of the vehicle. Certainly, the main

idea of the proposed work is to guarantee both criteria

simultaneously.

This paper focuses on the method to obtain the op-

timal set of waypoints appropriately located in the en-
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vironment to perform a safe, flexible and fast vehicle

navigation (cf. Section 3). Nevertheless, before detail-

ing this multi-criteria optimization problem, let us first

present in subsection 2.1 the details of the autonomous

navigation strategy based on finite and sequential way-

points assignment described in [33].

2.1 Navigation from sequential waypoint assignment

A waypoint corresponds to a specific key configurations

(xqi , yqi , θqi , vqi) (where (xqi , yqi)
T , θqi and vqi denote

to respectively the position, the orientation and the ve-

locity of the waypoint qi) in the environment as given

in Fig. 3 (cf. Section 3). A vehicle navigation using only

waypoints allows to avoid any path/trajectory planning

which could be time-consuming and complex, mainly

in cluttered and dynamic environment. Moreover, this

kind of navigation does not require the pose of the clos-

est point to any trajectory (w.r.t. the robot configura-

tion) and/or the value of the curvature at this point

[10]. Consequently, the navigation problem is simpli-

fied to a waypoint reaching problem, i.e, the UGV is

guided by waypoints (cf. Fig. 3) instead of following a

specific fixed path. Moreover, it is important to notice

that if the successive waypoints are closer to each other

then the vehicle tends to perform a path following nav-

igation. To simplify the computation of the waypoints,

they could be selected from a pre-defined path if it is

available [33]. Indeed, a safe reference path can be ob-

tained by different algorithms such as a Voronöı dia-

gram [20] or potential fields [17]. Nevertheless, adding

this step of path planning (with all its possible draw-

backs (cf. section 4)) before obtaining the set of way-

points, restricts considerably the C-spacefree to only a

curvilinear line. Thus, the optimality of the obtained

set of Waypoints is not guaranteed (cf. Section 3).

wR

w
R

qj

qj+1

qj-1

Lj-1 Lj

Lj+1

θqj

Dj+1

v

Edis E

D j+2

Yqj

Xqj

qj+2

Lj+2

qj

θqj

Edis

Yqj

Xqj

Dj

Dj+1

Dj

E

Fig. 3 Description of waypoints assignment.

Algorithm 1 Sequential waypoint assignment

Require: Vehicle pose, current waypoint qj and set of way-
points

Ensure: Next waypoint qj+1

1: if ((d ≤ Edis and eθ ≤ E∠)) or (xqj ≥ 0) then
. xqj is the coordinate of the vehicle in the local frame of
the current waypoint XqjYqj (cf. Fig. 3)

2: Switch from the current waypoint qj to the next se-
quential waypoint qj+1

3: else
4: Keep going to waypoint qj
5: end if

The strategy proposed in [33] uses a sequence of

waypoints suitably positioned in the environment. To

navigate between successive waypoints (e.g. qj and qj+1),

the distance of the vehicle to the target d and the error

eθ between the orientation of the vehicle and the target

are used. Their maximum values (Edis and E∠ respec-

tively (cf. Fig. 3)) are imposed to the current waypoint

qj to be reached. These values are notably related to

the inaccuracies of the vehicle localization and/or the

performance of the used control law. The maximum au-

thorized values allow to keep a reliable vehicle control

towards the target Tj (cf. Fig. 3) while guaranteeing

the appropriate vehicle configuration to reach the next

target Tj+1.

Figure 3 shows a set of successive waypoints. Dj is

the Euclidean distance between the waypoints qj−1 and

qj . For simplicity, the orientation of the waypoint θqj is

represented as the orientation of the line that joins qj
and qj+1. The strategy to assign at each sample time

the appropriate waypoint is shown in Algorithm 1. The

parameters of the control law enable the vehicle to reach

the next waypoint (cf. Subsection 2.3) while ensuring

that the vehicle trajectory is always within the road

boundaries (cf. Section 4). The error conditions, Edis
and E∠, are used to switch to the next waypoint when

the vehicle position enters a circle with a radius equal

to Edis and center (xqj , yqj ). The current waypoint is

updated with the following waypoint and the vehicle

starts the movement to reach this new waypoint. If the

vehicle does not satisfy the distance and orientation er-

ror conditions w.r.t. the current waypoint qj then the

perpendicular line Lj (Yqj axis) to the road at the cur-

rent waypoint is used to switch to the next waypoint

when the vehicle crosses Lj (cf. Fig. 3).

Before presenting briefly the control law to reach

sequentially each single waypoint (cf. subsection 2.3),

let us present the navigation scenario and the model of

the vehicle used for the control law definition.
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Fig. 4 Nominal scenario related to the effective platform (cf.
Fig. 23) with the road map and the vehicle navigation.

2.2 Navigation scenario and vehicle modeling

The following scenario is considered (cf. Fig. 2 and 4):

– The environment of navigation is known throughout

a map, containing the position of all static obstacles.

– The kinematic/dynamic model of the vehicle is known

(with potentials uncertainties).

– The vehicle starts at the initial pose Pi and it has

to reach the final position Pf (in certain cases, Pi =

Pf ).

The UGV evolves in asphalt road and in cluttered

urban environment with relatively low speed (less than

vmax = 3 m/s). Hence, the use of kinematic model

of the UGV is sufficient (which relies on pure rolling
without slipping). The kinematic model of the UGV is

based on the tricycle model [23]. The two front wheels

are replaced by a single virtual wheel located at the

center between the front wheels (cf. Fig. 5). In [13], dif-

ferent tricycle designs are described giving the relation

between the vehicle wheels velocities and the global ve-

hicle kinematic model (linear and angular velocities).

This relation is important to take into account for dy-

namic modeling of the vehicle [13]. Nevertheless, as

mentioned above, the kinematic model is enough for

our application. The kinematic model is given by (cf.

Fig. 5):
ẋ = v cos(θ)

ẏ = v sin(θ)

θ̇ = v tan(γ)/lb

(1)

where (x, y, θ) is the vehicle pose in the global ref-

erence frame XGYG. v and γ are respectively the linear

velocity and orientation of the vehicle front wheel. lb is

the wheelbase of the vehicle.

YG

OG

y

wb

γ 
l b

XG

Y m
X m

Om

x

Target

θ 

d

vT 
ex

ey

θT 

eθ 

Icc

γ 

rc
θRT 

eRT 
yT

xT

dl
v 

Fig. 5 UGV and target configuration variables in Cartesian
references frames (local and global).

2.3 Target reaching controller

The target set-point modeling corresponds to a sin-

gle waypoint configuration (xT , yT , θT , vT ), where

(xT , yT , θT ) and vT are respectively the pose and ve-

locity of the target. For static target reaching, vT 6= 0

is considered as a desired velocity value for the vehicle

when it reaches the desired target pose.

The target reaching controller guides the vehicle se-

quentially towards the current assigned static target (cf.

subsection 2.1). Before briefly describing the used con-

trol law [33], let us define the following notation (cf.

Fig. 5):

– OG and Om are respectively the origin of global and

local reference frames of the vehicle.

– Icc is the instantaneous center of curvature of the

vehicle trajectory, rc = lb/ tan(γ) is the radius of

curvature and cc = 1/rc is the curvature.

– (ex, ey, eθ) are the errors w.r.t local frame (XmYm)

between the vehicle and the target poses.

– θRT and d are respectively the angle and distance

between the target and vehicle positions.

– eRT is the error related to the vehicle position (x, y)

w.r.t the target orientation.

– dl is the distance from the vehicle to the target ori-

entation line.

This controller is based on the pose control of the

UGV w.r.t. the target. Let us first introduce the er-

ror variables (ex, ey, eθ) (cf. Fig. 5) defined in the local

reference frame XmYm:
ex = cos(θ)(xT − x) + sin(θ)(yT − y)

ey = − sin(θ)(xT − x) + cos(θ)(yT − y)

eθ = θT − θ
(2)

The error function eRT is added to the canonical

error system (2). The parameters d and θRT can be
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written as (cf. Fig. 5):

d =
√

(xT − x)2 + (yT − y)2 (3){
θRT = arctan ((yT − y)/(xT − x)) if d > ξ

θRT = θT if d ≤ ξ (4)

where ξ is a small positive value (ξ ≈ 0). The error eRT
is defined as (cf. Fig. 5):

eRT = θT − θRT (5)

It can be written as a function of ex, ey and eθ as:

tan(eRT ) = tan(eθ − (θRT − θ))

=
ex tan(eθ)− ey
ex + tan(eθ)ey

(6)

where tan(θRT − θ) = ey/ex (cf. Fig. 5).

Finally the pose errors and velocities (ex, ey, eθ, vT )

are the input of the control law. The control law is ob-

tained from Lyapunov stability analysis (cf. Appendix).

It guarantees that the static or dynamic target will

be reached [33]. The desired vehicle linear velocity v

and its front wheel orientation γ, that make the errors

(ex, ey, eθ) converge to zero, can be chosen as:

v = vT cos(eθ) + vb (7)

γ = arctan(lbcc) (8)

where vb and cc are given by:

vb =Kx (Kdex +Kld sin(eRT ) sin(eθ) +Ko sin(eθ)cc)

(9)

cc =
1

rcT cos(eθ)
+
d2Kl sin(eRT ) cos(eRT )

rcTKo sin(eθ) cos(eθ)
+Kθ tan(eθ)

+
Kdey −Kld sin(eRT ) cos(eθ)

Ko cos(eθ)
+
KRT sin2(eRT )

sin(eθ) cos(eθ)
(10)

K = (Kd,Kl,Ko,Kx,KRT ,Kθ) is a vector of posi-

tive constants defined by the designer. Kd, Kl and Ko

are respectively related to the desired convergence of

the distance and lateral and angular errors w.r.t. the

assigned target. Kx, KRT and Kθ are related to the

maximum linear and angular vehicle velocities (more

details are given in [33]).

3 Optimal Multi-criteria Waypoint Selection

(OMWS)

This section is dedicated to the selection of the discrete

waypoints in structured environment (cf. Figure 4) in

order to perform safe and flexible vehicle navigation.

The waypoints are obtained from an efficient and flex-

ible methodology based on multi-criteria optimization

using either grid map (cf. section 3.1) or expanding tree

(cf. section 3.2).

In the both proposed OMWS (i.e., based on Grid

Map (GM) and Expanding Tree (ET)), waypoints are

selected considering safe position on the road, feasibility

of trajectories (smooth changes between the successive

points and vehicle constraints) and uncertainties.

The waypoints assignment strategies (cf. sections

3.1 and 3.2) are formulated as an optimization problem

and solved using dynamic programming [4] (cf. Formu-

lation 1).

Formulation 1 (Optimization problem) For each

discrete state xk ∈ X where X is a nonempty and finite

state space. The objective is to obtain the sequence of

states to reach the final state xK while minimizing the

following cost function:

C(xK) =

K∑
k=1

g(Predxk → xk) + h(xK) (11)

where Predxk is the predecessor state of xk. g is the

immediate traveling cost function to go from Predxk to

xk. h is the future traveling cost function (heuristic) to

go from the current state to the final state xK . When

the current state is the final state xK then h(xK) is

equal to zero. This function h contributes to improve

the convergence of the suboptimal solutions towards the

global optimal one [5].

3.1 Optimal Multi-criteria Waypoint Selection based

on Grid Map (OMWS-GM)

Before describing the proposed algorithm and the crite-

rion to optimize, let us provide some useful definitions.

A grid map corresponds to a limited environment area

decomposed generally on square cells [7] (cf. Fig. 6 and

7). Each cell of the grid map can be an obstacle or a free

space (cf. subsection 1.2 for the definition of C-spaceobst
and C-spacefree). The exterior limits of the C-spacefree
area are defined by the user, even for open environment

(cf. Fig. 4). For simplification, the dimension of the cells

in the grid map is chosen according to the vehicle di-

mension. Therefore, the vehicle is contained, at each
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sample time, in only one cell [7]. We consider the cen-

ter of the cell (i, j) as its position. Each cell (i, j) is

defined by the following parameters:

– w̄ij ∈ [0, 1] is related to the normalized distance

dij To Obst to the closest C-spaceobst, and it is given

by:

w̄ij = 1− dij To Obst
dmax To Obst

(12)

where dmax To Obst is the maximum value among

all dcell To Obst of all cells in the C-spacefree. As an

example, Fig. 7 shows different distances of cells lo-

calized at (a, b), (i, j) and (m,n) to the C-spaceobst.

dmax To Obst is equal, in this example, to the maxi-

mum distance dmn To Obst.

– S is the cell state, which has three possible values,

Init (Initialization), Open (when it is in the expan-

sion queue) and Close (when it has already been

expanded).

– A set of neighbors defined by:

SN (cellij) = {(i±∆iN , j±∆jN )|(∆iN , ∆jN ) 6= (0, 0)}
(13)

where ∆iN , ∆jN = 1 . . . , Nh. Nh is the neighbor-

hood value (cf. Fig. 8). Fig. 8(a) shows the case

where Nh = 1 (which implies 8 neighbor cells). Fig.

8(b) shows a larger neighbor cells when Nh = 2 (24

neighbors).

– Predij is the neighbor cell of ij which minimizes the

total cost C(ij) (cf. Fig. 6).

– g(Predij → ij) is the traveling cost from the prede-

cessor cell until the current cell ij.

– h(ij) is the heuristic traveling cost from the current

cell ij to the final cell. As conventional, this cost

depends on the euclidean distance from the cell ij

to the final cell.

The traveling cost function g(Predij → ij) = g(mn→
ij), from mn to ij, is normalized (g ∈ [0, 1]). It is also

designed to take into account the variation of cell orien-

tation (cf. Fig. 6). It allows to obtain an optimal path

consisting of minimum number of straight lines. There-

fore, a lowest possible number of waypoints in the safe

area can be extracted from this optimal path. The cost

function g(mn→ ij) is given by:

g(mn→ ij) = kgw̄ij + (1− kg)
|αij − αmn|

2π
(14)

where the first term of (14) is related to the safety of

the obtained solution, and the real constant kg ∈ [0, 1]

is used to increase or to decrease the significance of

this term. The second term of (14) is related to the

smoothness of the obtained solution, i.e, the path has

(i, j+1)

(i+1, j)

Pred = []

S = Init

(i, j-1)

(a, b)

Pred = []

S = Init

(i+1, j+1)(i-1, j+1)

Pred = []

S = Init

Pred = []

S = Init

Pred = []

S = Init

(m, n)(i-1, j-1)

Pred = []

S = Init

Pred = []

S = Init

Pred = []

S = Close

Pred = [m,n]

S = Open

(i, j)

45°

0°

-90°-135°

135° 90°

αij αhk  

Fig. 6 A group of cells of the
global grid map, the current
cell ij (red), its predecessor
cell (blue) and its probable
successive cell (green). S is
the cell state and Pred is the
predecessor of the cell.

C-spaceobst1

C-spacefree

C-spaceobst2

dij_To_Obst

(i,j)

dmn_To_Obst

(m,n)

dab_To_Obst

(a,b)

Fig. 7 Representation in
gray scale w.r.t the distance
to the closest C-spaceobst

(the whitest area represents
the safest area).

a limited and minimum orientation change. The cell

orientations αmn, αij ∈]−π, π] are computed using the

position of the current cell (i, j), its predecessor (m,n)

and its probable successor (a, b) (cf. Fig. 6). They are

computed as:

αij = arctan ([a− i]/[b− j]) (15)

αmn = arctan ([i−m]/j − n]) (16)

The heuristic traveling cost h(ij) ∈ [0, 1] (refers to

(11)) is designed in function of the euclidean distance

dij from the cell ij to the final cell. It is also used for

the OMWS-ET (cf. subsection 3.2). The cost function

h(ij) is given by:

h(ij) = kh

(
1− e−dij/ke

)
(17)

where kh ∈ [0, 1] allows to tune the significance of h(ij)

in the total cost function (11). The exponential function

was chosen because it gives values between 0 and 1 for

positive values of dij . The constant ke ∈ R+ is used

to scale the value of dij according to the dimensions

of the environment. The value of h(ij) (17) decreases

while the next selected cell goes closer to the final cell.

Algorithm 2 shows in pseudocode, the first proposed

method to obtain the set of waypoints in a structured

and cluttered environment. It starts from the final vehi-

cle position (initial cell). The algorithm selects the cells

that have the lower total cost C(ij) (11) until to reach

the final cell. The set of waypoints is finally obtained,

while tracking the predecessor cell of each selected cell

which minimizes the total cost.
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Algorithm 2 Waypoint selection based on a grid map

Require: Initial position pi, final position pf and a
Gridmap

Ensure: Set of waypoints Sp
1: Init stateij = INIT , gij = 0 and Predij = �, ∀ ij ∈
Gridmap

2: Init cellij = pf and the set of neighbors SN (cellij)
3: while cellij 6= pi do . Until to reach the initial position
4: Set stateij = CLOSE
5: for cellN ∈ SN (cellij) do
6: if w̄cellN 6= 0 then . Only cells in the free space
7: Obtain cellpred = Predecessor(cellij)
8: . When cellij 6= pf
9: Compute αij (15) and αmn (16)

10: . These values are 0 when cellij = pf
11: Compute the total cost C(cellN ) (11)
12: if statecellN == INIT then
13: PredcellN = cellij and add to the queue Q
14: Set statecellN = OPEN
15: else if statecellN == OPEN then
16: Update the queue Q
17: PredcellN is the cell with lower total cost
18: end if
19: end if
20: end for
21: Sort the queue Q in ascending order of total cost C
22: Get the first value of queue cellij = Q(first) and

remove it from Q
23: end while
24: Sp is the set of predecessor cells of cellij = pi.

The obtained path is defined by straight lines con-

necting each two consecutive waypoints which belong

to the set of obtained waypoints (cf. Algorithm 2). The

smoothness of the path depends on the number of pos-

sible neighbors of the expanded cell defined by Nh (cf.

Fig. 9). The drawback of using a large number of neigh-

bors is obviously the increasing of processing time. When

Nh > 1, it is mandatory to check if the current neigh-

bor is blocked by some other forbidden neighbor (cf.

Fig. 8(b)). For an off-line planning, Nh > 1 can always

be used to obtain a coherent and optimal solution re-

gardless of time consumption.

3.2 Optimal Multi-criteria Waypoint Selection based

on Expanding tree (OMWS-ET)

This subsection presents in details the main contribu-

tion of this paper for the optimal planning of the vehicle

path, using an appropriate expanding tree. The formu-

lation of this expanding tree integrates the kinematic

model of the vehicle as well as the used control law

definition and the vehicle localization uncertainties.

Before describing the proposed method and the cri-

terion to be optimized, let us present the definition of

expanding tree. The expanding tree is composed by

nodes and edges which have the following properties:
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Fig. 8 Different neighborhood values Nh of the current cell
(red). A gray cell represents a cell where the movements are
forbidden.

(a) Nh = 1. (b) Nh = 3.

Fig. 9 Different sets of waypoints for different number of
possible neighbor cells.

– Each node qj is defined by its pose (xqj , yqj , θqj )
T ,

one predecessor node qi (except for the initial node)

and a traveling cost values g(qj) and h(qj) (cf. eq.

(11)).

– Each edge ξij corresponds to the link between qi to

qj nodes.
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– g(qi → qj) = g(ξij) is the traveling cost from qi to

qj .

– h(qj) is the heuristic traveling cost from the current

node qj to the final node (final vehicle pose). It is

defined by (17) (cf. Subsection 3.1).

The traveling cost g(ξij) ∈ [0, 1] is designed to ob-

tain an appropriate balance among safe, smooth, feasi-

ble and fast trajectory of the vehicle. It is defined as:

g(ξij) = k1w̄j + k2∆v̄ij + k3∆γ̄ij + k4∆ēlij (18)

where k1, k2, k3 and k4 ∈ R+ are constants which

are defined by the designer to give the right balance

(according to context of navigation, e.g., focus more on

the safety with regard to the smoothness) of each term

of the criterion (18). To normalize the traveling cost,

ki|i = 1, . . . , 4 must satisfy:

k1 + k2 + k3 + k4 = 1 (19)

The normalization of the individual criterion given

in (18) allows to simplify the choice of ki to select the

priority of a term w.r.t. the others according to the

navigation context. In Section 4, different set of val-

ues k1, k2, k3 and k4 will be considered for different

scenarios.

The first term of the cost function (18) is related

to the safety of the navigation (12). The second and

third terms are respectively related to the speed (20)

and smoothness (23) of the trajectory. The fourth term

is related to feasibility of the vehicle trajectory while

considering localization uncertainties, i.e., the risk to

collide with an obstacle while considering inaccuracies

in the vehicle position and orientation (a detailed ex-

planation of this term is given later in this subsection).

This last term allows to consider the kinematic model

of the vehicle and the control law. The details of each

term is given in the following:

– The term w̄j ∈ [0, 1] is related to the distance from

the node qj to the closest C-spaceobst. It is given by

(12) (cf. Subsection 3.1).

– The term ∆v̄ij ∈ [0, 1] is related to the velocity

from qi to qj , vij . It is given by:

∆v̄ij = 1− vij
vmax

(20)

where vmax is the maximum velocity of the vehicle.

We estimate vij as a function of the curvature of the

trajectory. The maximum velocity occurs when the

curvature is zero (straight line) and the minimum

velocity vmin 6= 0 occurs when the curvature is big-

ger than the value corresponding to γmax (cf. Fig.

5). This consideration allows the vehicle maneuvers

without risk of collisions while enhancing the pas-

senger comfort [19] (indeed, this permits to limit

the centripetal forces). The minimum and maximum

values of velocity and steering angle are defined by

the designer according to the vehicle characteristics.

The curvature is estimated using the orientation of

the current node and its predecessor. Therefore, vij
is computed as:

vij = vmax −∆θ̄ij(vmax − vmin) (21)

where ∆θ̄ij ∈ [0, 1] is the normalized estimated

curvature related to the variation of orientation be-

tween the current node qj and its predecessor qi. It

is defined as:

∆θ̄ij =
|θj − θi|
∆θmax

(22)

where ∆θmax is the maximum variation between a

probable orientation of the current node w.r.t the

orientation of its predecessor. This value is defined

according to the steering capability of the vehicle.

θj and θi are computed using the node positions and

eq. (15) and (16) (cf. Subsection 3.1).

– The term ∆γ̄ij ∈ [0, 1] is related to the variation of

steering angle along the vehicle trajectory from qi to

qj (for instance, Fig. 10 shows a vehicle trajectory

between two nodes). It is given by:

∆γ̄ij =

∑qj
qi
|∆γij |

nqijγmax
(23)

where nqij is the considered point number of the ve-

hicle trajectory between qi and qj , and γmax is the

maximum steering angle of the vehicle. This term

∆γ̄ij (23) computes the sum of the ∆γij to obtain

the total variation of the steering angle along the ve-

hicle trajectory. ∆γ̄ij uses the kinematic model and

the control law to estimate the vehicle trajectory

and commands or control set-points.

– The term ∆ēlij ∈ [0, 1] is the normalized maximum

deviation of vehicle trajectory w.r.t. the straight line

that joins the positions (xq, yq) of qi and qj (cf. Fig.

10). It is computed as:

∆ēlij =
|∆elij |

max{∆el}
(24)

where max{∆el} is the maximum deviation of all

trajectories from the node qi to the node qj while

considering the position and orientation uncertain-

ties (εd and εθ respectively given in Fig. 10). This

term ∆ēlij allows to estimate the collision risk us-

ing the vehicle trajectory that takes into account

the kinematic model, the control law and localiza-

tion uncertainties (position and orientation). Fig.
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Fig. 10 Vehicle’s trajectories which starts from extreme configurations (±εldmax , ±εtdmax and ±εθmax) in the localization
uncertainties ellipse Eloc.∆el is the maximum lateral deviation of all vehicle trajectories.

10 shows an illustration where the vehicle has an

ellipse of localization uncertainties with axes εld and

εtd. The vehicle trajectories start at ±εld in lateral

distance (longitudinal distance is set to 0), and ±εtd
in longitudinal distance (lateral distance is set to 0)

from the vehicle position with a ±εθ from the ve-

hicle presumed orientation, i.e., we consider all ex-

treme configurations to obtain, according to these

maximum error configurations, the maximum lat-

eral deviation (∆el). The trajectories are obtained

using the kinematic model and the used control law

in an offline simulated procedure.

Algorithm 3 shows in pseudocode, the proposed me-

thod which uses expanding tree to obtain the optimal

waypoints configurations w.r.t. the optimized multi-criteria

function (18). Fig. 11 shows the first steps of the algo-

rithm where, for instance, the branch numbers of each

Algorithm 3 Waypoint selection based on expanding tree

Require: Initial pose pi, final pose pf , branch number nt,
edge distance ξ, branch orientation ∆α, tolerable error
distance ε and C-spacefree

Ensure: Set of waypoints Sp
1: Init the initial node q0 = pi, g0 = 0 and Predq0 = �
2: Init the current node to expand qi = q0
3: Init Tree(qi) =Expansion Tree (Procedure 4) with α = 0
. Initial expansion

4: Set the new node to expand qi = rt where rt ∈ Tree(qi)
5: Set Predrt = qi and compute the total cost C(rt) (11)
6: while |qi − pf | < ε do
7: Compute the Tree(qi) = Expansion Tree
8: . refers to Procedure 4 with the set of α = ±i∆α
9: for rt ∈ Tree(qi) do

10: if rt ∈ C-spacefree then
11: Compute the total cost C(rt)(11)
12: Predrt = qi
13: Add rt to the queue Q
14: end if
15: end for
16: Sort the queue Q in ascending order of total cost C
17: Get the first value of queue qi = Q(first) and remove

it from Q
18: end while
19: Sp is the set of predecessor nodes of qi = pf .

node is nt = 3 and each branch orientation w.r.t. the

vehicle orientation is given by:

α = ±i∆α, i =

{
0, 1, . . . , (nt − 1)/2; if nt is odd

1, 2, . . . , nt/2; if nt is even

(25)

where ∆α is a constant angle defined according to the

vehicle characteristics.

The edge distance ξ is the Euclidean distance be-

tween two successive nodes and it depends on the en-

vironment dimensions, e.g., if the environment has a

narrow passage then ξ must cope with this dimension.

We consider that the edge orientation is the vehicle ori-

entation at the current node position (cf. Fig. 11). Thus,

at beginning the first expansion of q0 is given with

α = 0 because the vehicle starts at initial fixed pose

(cf. line 3 − 5 of Algorithm 3). This initial expansion

is made to respect the kinematic constraints where the

rotation of the vehicle requires a displacement (linear

velocity 6= 0) of the vehicle. Therefore, the successive
node q1 has different possible orientation and so on (cf.

Fig. 11). The algorithm selects the node which has the

lower total cost C(qj) (11). When two or more nodes

have the same cost, the algorithm selects the last saved

node. Fig. 11 shows the successive steps, the node q2
was selected from the expansion of q1 {q2, q3, q4}, which

has the lower total cost value. The set of waypoints is

obtained while tracking the predecessor nodes of the

nodes with lower total cost. The selection of the node

with lower total cost (cf. Algorithm 3, line 16− 17) al-

Procedure 4 Expansion Tree

Require: Current node qi, set of α S(α), edge distance ξ
Ensure: Nodes of Tree(qi)
1: Init Tree(qi) = �
2: for αt ∈ S(α) do
3: Compute the orientation θrt = θqi + αt
4: Compute pose rt = qi + [ξ cos(θrt), ξ sin(θrt), αt]

T

5: Add rt to Tree(qi)
6: end for
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Fig. 11 Expanding tree method to obtain the appropriate
set of waypoints.

lows to avoid the deadlock areas because the successive

branches from the nodes in this deadlock area will be

in C-spaceobst (cf. Fig. 12(a)).

The smoothness of the vehicle trajectory depends on

number of branches of each tree nt, maximum branch

orientation αmax = nt∆α/2 and edge distance ξ (cf.

Section 4). The drawback of using a large number of

nt is the increasing of the processing time required to

obtain the set of waypoints. The vertex distance ξ is set

to detect obstacles between the successive nodes.

This method uses deterministic selection of expand-

ing tree to obtain the optimal solution with lowest to-

tal cost. Nevertheless, a feasible solution can be ob-

tained using a probabilistic selection of expanding tree

to decrease the processing time (cf. Section 4), i.e., the

branch orientation α and edge distance ξ are randomly

selected in a fixed interval [21]. In simulation, we will

show in subsection 4.1 the case where these parameters

are randomly chosen.

As described above, the traveling cost (18) depends

on four parameters (ki|i = 1, . . . , 4, which satisfy (19))

related respectively to the safety, velocity, less steer-

ing and taking into account uncertainties. The values

of these parameters are fixed according to the desired

navigation and environment conditions. A pragmatical

procedure to set these parameters consists in first iden-

tifying the main desired vehicle behavior and setting

its parameter ki with a value greater than 0.5 (cf. Fig.

12). The other parameters will be tuned according to

the designers secondary priorities. Fig. 12 shows the set

of waypoints when only the term with highest priority is

considered in the traveling cost function. For instance,

in Fig. 12(a) and 12(b) the priority is given respectively

to the safest and the shortest paths. More examples of

different tuned parameters will be shown in subsection

4.1.

Initial 
position

Final 
position

Waypoint 
orientation

Road limits

(a) Safest path: k1 = 1.0, k2 = k3 = k4 = 0.0 and
kh = 0.1

Road limits

(b) Shortest path: k2 = 1.0, k1 = k3 = k4 = 0.0
and kh = 0.1

Fig. 12 Set of waypoints for different parameters values ki
of the traveling cost.

3.3 Minimum set of waypoints

Algorithm 2 and 3 were applied to obtain a set of way-

points Sp characterized by (xqj , yqj , θqj , vqj ) on a spe-

cific environment. The proposed Algorithm 5 will allow

to reduce the number of waypoints. Basically, this al-

gorithm keeps only the waypoints (its pose, velocity

and predecessor are stored) which have an orientation

changes w.r.t. its predecessors.

Algorithm 5 Minimum set of waypoints

Require: Set of waypoints Sp and ∆θmax ∈ R+

Ensure: Minimum set of waypoints Spmin
1: Init Spmin = {q0}
2: for qi ∈ Sp with i > 1 do . Current waypoint compares

its orientation w.r.t. predecessor waypoint
3: Compute ∆θ = |θqi − θqi−1

|
4: if ∆θ ≥ ∆θmax then
5: . Check if predecessor waypoint belongs to Spmin
6: if qi−1 /∈ Spmin then
7: Add predecessor waypoint qi−1 to Spmin
8: end if
9: Add current waypoint qi to Spmin

10: end if
11: end for
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4 Validation

This section presents a set of experiments to demon-

strate the efficiency of our methods for autonomous

navigation in a structured environment. Section 4.1 pro-

vides different scenarios to show the validity of our pro-

posals. Section 4.2 discusses experimental results ap-

plied to an urban electric vehicle.

4.1 Simulations results

This section shows optimal sets of waypoints, obtained

according to the environment characteristics and/or the

task to achieve. In what follows, it will be shown: a

comparison between grid map and expanding tree al-

gorithms (cf. subsection 4.1.1); a comparison between

the proposed OMWS-ET and a variation of RRT (cf.

subsection 4.1.2); different specific scenarios such as

trajectory generation (cf. subsection 4.1.3); a compari-

son between deterministic and probabilistic waypoints

selection (cf. subsection 4.1.4); an application of the

proposed methodology of waypoints selection for multi-

robot formation (cf. subsection 4.1.5) and finally, sub-

section 4.1.6 shows the flexibility of our proposal for

local replanning of the waypoints configurations when

unexpected obstacles are detected. For these simula-

tions, the physical parameters of the UGV are based

on the urban vehicle VIPALAB (cf. Fig. 22) which is

modeled as a tricycle (1). Its dimensions are 1.27 m

(width), 1.96 m (length) and 2.11 m (height). The UGV

constraints are minimum movement velocity vmin =

0.1 m/s, maximum velocity 1.5 m/s, maximum steer-

ing angle γmax = ±30◦ and maximum linear acceler-

ation 1.0 m/s2. The controller parameters are set to

K = (1, 2.2, 8, 0.1, 0.01, 0.6) (cf. subsection 2.3). These

parameters were chosen to obtain a good balance be-

tween: accurate and fast response and smooth trajec-

tory while taking into account the limits of the vehi-

cle structural capacities. We consider that the sample

time is 0.01 s and a maximum number of iteration is

nI = 5000 to stop both algorithms, OMWS-GM (Al-

gorithm 2) and OMWS-ET (Algorithm 3), when none

solution can be obtained.

4.1.1 Grid map versus Expanding tree

These simulations show two set of waypoints obtained

by the two proposed methods based on grid map and

expanding tree (cf. Algorithms 2 and 3 respectively).

Fig. 13(a) and Fig. 14(a) show the set of obtained way-

points according to Algorithm 2 and 3. The minimum

set of waypoints, obtained according to Algorithm 5,

are given afterward in Fig. 13(b) and Fig. 14(b).

For the grid map case, the cell has the vehicle dimen-

sion (2 m) and its neighborhood is Nh = 1. The con-

stant value of kg is 0.6 (14) and kh is 0.1 (17). The min-

imum set of obtained waypoints has nw = 27 elements.

An additional constraint is considered for OMWS-GM

(before line 11 of the Algorithm 2), the angle variation

(second term of eq. (14) must be less than a threshold

θth). This constraint enables the processing time of the

algorithm to be reduced since it considers only the cells

with an orientation change, w.r.t the last cell orienta-

tion, less than θth (cf. Fig. 6).

For Expanding Tree case, the branch number nt is 5,

the edge distance ξ is 2.5 m and ∆α is 15◦. We consider

the safety gain k1 (cf. eq. (18)) as the highest priority in

this simulation. The constant values of ki|i = 1, . . . , 4

(18) are k1 = 0.6, k2 = 0.2, k3 = 0.1, k4 = 0.1 and

kh = 0.1 (17). The minimum set of obtained waypoints

has nw = 19 elements. The minimum set of waypoint

obtained by OMWS-ET is smaller than the method

OMWS-GM which does not consider the orientation

neither the vehicle’s model. To avoid a large growing of

the tree branch of OMWS-ET, a position and orienta-

tion comparison between nodes can be added at line 13

of the Algorithm 3. If two nodes from different branches

have the same position and orientation then the node

with lowest total cost function value (cf. eq. (11)) is

stored and the other node is removed.

Table 1 shows different performance criteria to com-

pare the set of waypoints where: nw is the number of

waypoints, length is the sum of distance between two

successive waypoints, dborder is the sum of minimum

distance to the road boundaries. Therefore, the method

based on OMWS-ET is more safe, accurate and efficient

than the one based on OMWS-GM, mainly when the

criterion to optimize is related to the vehicle’s model

(velocity and steering angle).

4.1.2 OMWS-ET versus RRT*

To highlight the advantages and the flexibility of the

proposed OMWS-ET, a comparison with the popular

RRT* algorithm [15] is presented in this subsection.

The RRT* is based on the RRT (Rapidly-exploring

Random Tree) already described in Section 1.2 with an

addition of the rewiring function which allows to recon-

nect the nodes to ensure that the edges have the path

with minimum total cost. RRT* provides thus an op-

nw length[m] dborder[m]
OMWS-GM 27 77.22 52.1268
OMWS-ET 19 77.50 56.7217

Table 1 Comparison between the OMWS-GM and ET.
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Fig. 13 a) Set of obtained waypoints using Algorithm 2 based on grid map and b) Minimum set of waypoints obtained by
Algorithm 5.
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Fig. 14 a) Set of obtained waypoints using Algorithm 3 based on expanding tree and b) Minimum set of waypoints obtained
by Algorithm 5.

timal solution with minimal computational and mem-

ory requirements [15]. Moreover, RRT* is a sampling-

based algorithm and the optimal solution depends on

the number of iterations of the RRT* algorithm, i.e.,

more is the number of iterations (more samples in the

C-spacefree ) closer is the obtained solution to the ef-

fective optimal global solution. Therefore, to compare

the solutions obtained by the OMWS-ET with those

obtained by the RRT* some little modifications in Al-

gorithm 3 were made. The line 6 of Algorithm 3 was

changed by a for loop from 0 to the maximum itera-

tion number and the selection of the final pose at each

iteration is obtained by the sampling in C-spacefree
(qrandom) as the RRT* Algorithm [15]. It is to be noted

that qrandom corresponds to a random sample (position)

from a uniform distribution in the C-spacefree.

To compare the two algorithms (OMWS-ET and

RRT*), the safest obtained solution (wich maximizes

the distance to the border) is used as criterion. There-

fore, the parameters of the cost function of OMWS-ET

(18) are fixed to: k1 = 1.0, k2 = k3 = k4 = 0.0 and

kh = 0.1. In addition, the other parameters are fixed as:

the branch number nt = 5; the edge distance ξ = 2.5 m

and ∆α = 15◦. The RRT* algorithm described in [15]

was also modified to obtain a cost function according to
the safety w̄i (distance to the border) instead of an Eu-

clidean distance between nodes. The kinematic model

(5) with constant linear velocity and steering angles

(v = 1.0 m/s and γ = −15,−7.5, 0, 7.5, 15◦) respec-

tively, during texp = 2.5 s was used to produce the

new nodes of the RRT* (cf. Section 1.2). The maxi-

mum number of iteration for both algorithm is fixed to

nI = 5000.

Fig. 15 shows the obtained path solutions accord-

ing to RRT*, OMWS-ET and also to Voronöı [20] al-

gorithms. The Voronöı obtained path (cf. Fig. 15(c))

is given only because it is the best reference w.r.t. the

adopted comparison criterion (safety criterion). Indeed,

Voronöı path permits always to obtain the safest pos-

sible path [20] It can be noted that the two obtained

path using RRT* and OMWS-ET are generally enough

close and far from the way border (cf. Fig. 15(a) and

15(b)). Important differences are nevertheless observed

in the obtained final results (cf. Fig. 15(c)). In fact,
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Fig. 15 Three obtained path according to Voronöı, RRT* and OMWS-ET.

the obtained set of waypoint using RRT* are closer

to the border which is due to the fact that RRT* ex-

pands its branches while adopting constant commands

(v, γ, texp). These constant commands generate the

next nodes with only a single possible orientation (for

each node). Contrary to that, in the proposed OMWS-

ET, each new obtained node qj has different possible

orientations and velocities, thus, for the same position,

much more possible vehicle’s states (different orienta-

tions and velocity set-points) are taking into account in

the optimization process.

Table 2 shows, as in the last subsection, different

performance criteria to compare the obtained path. It

is shown that the obtained path based on OMWS-ET

is closer than the RRT* to the optimal obtained solu-

tion using Voronöı methodology. It validates that the

proposed OMWS-ET is more efficient than the RRT*,

in the sens that it explores much more possibilities in

the vehicle/environment/task state space.

It is important to mention also, that the proposed

OMWS-ET methodology is related to the adopted nav-

igation strategy (cf. Section 2), which uses set-points

based on suitable static/dynamic waypoints instead of

trajectory tracking methods. OMWS-ET method takes

into account the vehicle’s kinematics constraints and

uncertainites as well as the used control law (cf. subsec-

tion 3.2). RRT* method is more suitable for navigation

strategies based on trajectory following [15].

4.1.3 Specific scenario cases

We show in what follows other minimum set of ob-

tained waypoints for different scenarios using the me-

thod based on expanding tree (Algorithm 3). Fig. 16(a)

length[m] dborder[m]
Voronöı 86.00 69.2931
RRT* 83.42 62.1736

OMWS-ET 82.50 65.5926

Table 2 Comparison between Voronöı, RRT* and OMWS-
ET.

shows the set of waypoints while considering the edge

distance ξ = 10 m with an objective to obtain the

fastest trajectory from the initial to the final positions,

while not colliding with the road limits. The constant

values are k1 = 0.1, k2 = 0.7, k3 = 0.1, k4 = 0.1 and

kh = 0.1. The minimum set of waypoints allows the ve-

hicle to generate a minimum time trajectory as in [26].

This trajectory has a segment close to the route bound-

aries (tangent to the borders) which allows to navigate

applying the maximum velocity.

Fig. 16(b) shows the use of the proposed OMWS-

ET for the specific case where a reference path already

exists for the navigation of the vehicle. In this case, the

set of waypoints will be chosen as close as possible to

the considered path (depends on the chosen values of

ξ and ∆α in Algorithm 3). The set of waypoints ob-

tained using OMWS-ET allows thus more flexible and

safe navigation of the vehicle between the waypoints

(cf. the criterion to optimize in (18)). The edge dis-

tance ξ is set to 1 m. The minimum set of waypoints

are obtained while considering the term w̄j (18) as the

normalized minimum distance of the node qj to the ref-

erence path. The constant values are set to k1 = 0.6,

k2 = 0.2, k3 = 0.1, k4 = 0.1 and kh = 0.1. The values

of ξ and ∆α can produce some waypoints outside the

reference trajectory, e.g., if we decrease the values of ξ

and ∆α and increase the number of branches nt then

the waypoints will be on the reference trajectory. In

[33], the waypoints are selected while considering only

the points in the reference trajectory. It consists on an-

alyzing the orientation variation of each points on the

trajectory. In our case, the waypoints are selected in

the environment to be close to the reference trajectory

which allows to obtain less number of waypoints than

the method used in [33].

4.1.4 Deterministic versus probabilistic

This simulation shows the comparison between a deter-

ministic and probabilistic expanding tree (i.e., where

the values of ξ and α are probabilistically taken from
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Fig. 16 Different scenario for OMWS-ET.
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Fig. 17 Set of waypoints using probabilistic expanding tree.

an interval, instead of, to be fixed by the designer).

Fig. 17 shows the minimum set of waypoints obtained

using probabilistic expanding tree, where ξ ∈ [0, 2.5]

and α ∈ [−30◦, 30◦]. The constant values are k1 = 0.6,

k2 = 0.2, k3 = 0.1, k4 = 0.1 and kh = 0.1. The process-

ing time of the method with probabilistic expanding

tree is less than the method with deterministic expand-

ing tree. Nevertheless, the set of waypoints are not the

optimal solution. The advantages of probabilistic selec-

tion of ξ and α is to reduce the convergence time and

to obtain an online implementation [18], [32]. In future

works, the choice of the variation of ξ and α will be

oriented to improve the efficiency of the algorithm.

4.1.5 Extension to multi-robot formation

Our method based on expanding tree (Algorithm 3) was

extended to multi-robot formation where the formation

is defined only according to the leader configuration

[9] (cf. Fig. 18). As mentioned before, the OMWS-ET

algorithm takes into account the vehicle model. To cope

with this multi-robot task, it is sufficient to adapt the

term ∆ēlij (24) in order to consider all trajectories of

the group of UGVs. Fig. 19 shows the minimum set of

waypoints for a line formation (di = 6m and φi = 180◦)

with two vehicles. The constant values are the same as

the last simulation. The set of waypoints for the leader

UGV are close to the curve road boundaries because

the formation needs enough space to turn while keeping

the rigid formation shape. The follower (blue square) is

always inside of the road boundaries.

Lviv

ifollower

jfollower

jv

Formation 

shape

Leader

180i  

180j  

di

dj

Fig. 18 Multi-robot formation (straight line shape).

Initial 
position

Final 
positionWaypoint 

orientation

Leader

Follower

Fig. 19 Minimum set of waypoints for multi-robot formation
obtained by Algorithm 3 based on expanding tree.
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Fig. 21 Local replanning for unexpected obstacle.

4.1.6 Local replanning for unexpected obstacles

The proposed method OMWS-ET is adapted to local

replanning when an unexpected static obstacle is de-

tected in the environment. Fig. 20 shows the used ar-

chitecture to activate the replanning of the vehicle’s

movements based on an initial set of waypoints already

obtained using OMWS-ET. The vehicle starts the navi-

gation through the successive waypoints (cf. subsection

2.1) from the initial set of waypoints. They were already

computed using the OMWS-ET in the known environ-

ment (cf. subsection 3.2). The vehicle uses a range sen-

sor to detect any unforeseen obstacle (cf. Fig. 21(a)).

A local replanning is activated when any new obstacle

is detected. This replanning takes into account the cur-

rent environment state, the current vehicle pose and the

current waypoint to obtain a new local set of waypoints

(cf. Fig. 21(b)). If the current waypoint is unreachable

(due to the presence of the obstacle) then the final po-

sition is replaced by the next waypoint in the list and

so on. If no solution is found then the vehicle will stop

in its current pose. Figure 21(b) shows an example of

the local replanning using the set of waypoints given

CURRENT 

ROADMAP

Unmanned ground 

vehicle

INITIAL 

OMWS-ET

Current posture (x, y, θ, δ, v)

Set of waypoints

CONTROL LAW

TARGET

ASSIGNMENT

Commands

 (v, δ)

Current target

(xT, yT, θT, vT, ωT)

Replanning

OMWS-ET

Environment 

perception

Initial     set of 

waypoints

Fig. 20 Schema of the local replanning.

in subsection 4.1.1 (as initial set of waypoints) (cf. Fig.

14(b)). Finally, the vehicle moves through the new set

of waypoints while guaranteeing a safe navigation (cf.

Fig. 21(c)).

4.2 Experimental results

The navigation strategy and the proposed method based

on expanding tree was also experimented with the ac-

tual VIPALAB vehicle (cf. Fig. 22) in an experimental

environment named PAVIN (Plate-forme d’Auvergne

pour Véhicules INtelligents) (cf. Fig 23). These exper-

iments can be found online1. This vehicle carry differ-

ent embedded proprioceptive and exteroceptive sensors

such as odometers, gyrometer, steering angle sensor and

an RTK-GPS. Each vehicle uses a combination of RTK-

GPS and gyrometer to estimate its current position and

orientation at a sample time of Ts = 0.01 s.

1
http://maccs.univ-bpclermont.fr/uploads/Profiles/VilcaJM/OMWS.mp4

wv = 1.27 m lv = 1.27 m

hv = 1.27 m

Fig. 22 VIPALAB electric urban vehicle.

Fig. 23 PAVIN experimental platform (Clermont-Ferrand,
France).
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(a) First experiment: Safe planning. (b) Second experiment: Steering angle
minimization.

(c) Comparison between experiments.

Fig. 24 Different set of obtained waypoints.

(a) First experiment. (b) Second experiment. (c) Comparison between actual exper-
iments.

Fig. 25 Actual vehicle’s trajectories for different obtained set of waypoints.

A metric map of the environment PAVIN [12] is used

by the proposed method (Algorithm 3). This map al-

lows to implement the navigation through successive

waypoints in a real vehicle (cf. Section 2.1). The pro-

posed method based on expanding tree computes the

set of geo-referenced waypoints with optimal configura-

tion. Certain areas are restricted to guide the Algorithm

3 through PAVIN platform which has intersections and

roundabout (cf. Fig. 24). In our case, these restricted

areas were selected by the user, nevertheless the selec-

tion can be made by considering the topological map of

the environment. We experiment the proposed OMWS-

ET to make a comparison between two cases: the first,

corresponds to give more priority for the safety criteria

in (18) and the second gives more priority for the min-

imum angle steering rate. The analysis of the obtained

solutions will be given in what follows. Moreover, the

actual vehicle’s trajectories are compared for these dif-

ferent set of waypoints.

Fig. 24 and 25 show respectively the minimum ob-

tained set of waypoints and the corresponding vehicle’s

trajectories (in simulation and actual experiment). Fig.
24(a) shows the set of waypoints of the first experiment

where the constant values of the cost function (18) are

k1 = 0.6, k2 = 0.2, k3 = 0.1, k4 = 0.1 and kh = 0.4.

The safety (k1) has the highest priority in this exper-

iment. Therefore, these waypoints guide the vehicle to

be close to the middle of the route (cf. Fig. 25(a)). Fig.

24(b) shows the set of waypoints of the second experi-

ment where the constant values are k1 = 0.3, k2 = 0.2,

k3 = 0.4, k4 = 0.1 and kh = 0.4. The minimal steering

angle rate k3 has the highest priority in this experiment.

The obtained result shows that the obtained waypoints

are localized very close to the border of the road (cf.

Fig. 25(b)). Fig. 25(a) and 25(b) show the simulated

and the actual vehicle trajectories. It can be observed

that they are very close (maximal error between them is

less than 0.15 m). We can conclude thus that the pro-

posed optimal multi-criteria waypoint selection based

on Expanding Tree (OMWS-ET, performed off-line (cf.

Section 3.2)) permits to cope accurately with actual

environment and experiments.
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Fig. 26 Vehicle velocities and steering angles progress for
each set of obtained waypoints.

Fig. 24(c) and 25(c) show the comparison between

the set of waypoints and the real trajectories of both

experiments. The velocities and steering angle of the

vehicle while tracking each waypoint are shown in Fig.

26. This figure shows the values with noise due to the

encoder inaccuracies.

Table 3 shows different performance criteria to com-

pare the set of waypoints where: nw is the number of

waypoints, T is the navigation time, lUGV is the trav-

eled distance, dborder is the sum of minimum distance

to the road boundaries and ∆γ is the root mean square

(rms) of the steering angle rate. We note that the first

experiment has nw greater than the second experiment.

It is due to the fact that the first experiment has the

safety as a priority. The proposed Algorithm 3 selects

thus more waypoints to allows the vehicle to navigate

as farther as possible from the road borders. It can be

noticed by dborder where its value is bigger in the first

experiment than the second. Furthermore, the values of

∆γ is less in the second experiment because the high-

est priority was for the steering angle rate. Therefore,

the vehicle can navigate with higher velocity along the

trajectory and the navigation time is smaller than the

first experiment.

nw T [s] lUGV [m] dborder[m] ∆γ[◦]
1rst Sim. 41 200 132.81 67.35 0.3123
exp. Real 41 203 132.68 67.25 0.2945
2nd Sim. 39 199 133.00 66.54 0.3089
exp. Real 39 198 132.79 66.64 0.2922

Table 3 Comparison among the set of waypoints

5 Conclusion

This paper has presented two planning methods to ob-

tain the optimal waypoints configuration (Optimal Multi-

criteria Waypoints Selection based on Expanding Tree

(OMWS-ET) and Grid Map (OMWS-GM)) which guar-

antees safe, smooth and feasible vehicle navigation in a

structured environment. The flexible navigation strat-

egy throughout optimal and discrete selected waypoints

was also presented. It allows to avoid any trajectory

planning which could be time consuming. The proposed

OMWS-GM is based on the A∗ algorithm with an addi-

tional term to consider the orientation change between

successive cells. OMWS-ET uses a multi-criteria func-

tion which takes into account the vehicle model and un-

certainties to obtain the optimal set of waypoints con-

figurations (position, orientation and velocity). More-

over, it has been shown that the proposed OMWS-ET

is much more accurate and flexible than OMWS-GM.

A multitude of simulations and experimental results

demonstrate the efficiency and reliability of the pro-

posed OMWS-ET in different cases (trajectory speci-

fication, deterministic versus probabilistic, comparison

with RRT*, multi-robot task, local replanning accord-

ing to the multi-criteria optimization).

In future works, an extension using the dynamic

model of the vehicle and 3D position will be devel-

oped (notably for unmanned aerial vehicle). The en-

hancement of the proposed methods for hard real time

application will be developed. Genetic algorithm will

be notably investigated. In addition, we will extend the

proposed strategies for robust navigation in formation

of a group of robots.

Appendix

This section described briefly the stability analysis based

on Lyapunov method used to demonstrate the conver-

gence of the vehicle to the target posture, i.e., for a finite

time, the error system (ex, ey, eθ) converges to zero [16].

Let us first define the Lyapunov function V by (26). It

is a function of three parameters which depend on: the

distance d between the target and vehicle positions, the

distance dl from the vehicle to the target line (line that

pass through the target position with orientation equal

to the target orientation), this term is related to the

Line of Sight and Flight of the target, and the orien-

tation error eθ between the vehicle and the target (cf.

Fig. 5). It is represented by:

V =
1

2
Kdd

2 +
1

2
Kld

2
l +Ko[1− cos(eθ)]

=
1

2
Kdd

2 +
1

2
Kld

2 sin2(eRT ) +Ko[1− cos(eθ)] (26)
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where the initial values of eRT and eθ satisfy:

eRT ∈ ]− π/2, π/2[ and eθ ∈ ]− π/2, π/2[ (27)

These conditions (27) guarantee that the target is ahead

to the vehicle w.r.t. its orientation. Moreover, (27) has

open interval that allows to avoid local minimum. There-

fore, V is a positive-definite function [16].

The Lyapunov function (26) can be written accord-

ing to ex, ey as follows:

V =
1

2

(
e2x + e2y

)
[Kd +Kl sin

2(eRT )] +Ko[1− cos(eθ)]

(28)

To guarantee the system stability, V̇ has to be negative-

definite [16]. By taking the derivate of (28) , (2) and (4)

and using (7) and (8), V̇ can be written:

V̇ =(exėx + ey ėy)[Kd +Kl sin
2(eRT )]

+Kld
2 sin(eRT ) cos(eRT )ėRT +Ko sin(eθ)ėθ

=[−exvb + vT ey sin(eθ)][Kd +Kl sin
2(eRT )]

+Kl sin(eRT ) cos(eRT )

[
d2vT
rcT

− vT ex sin(eθ)− eyvb
]

+Ko sin(eθ)

(
vT
rcT
− vT cos(eθ)cc − vbcc

)
(29)

Using (6) in the first two terms of (29) and factor-

izing the common terms, it holds that:

V̇ =vT sin(eθ)[Kdey −Kld sin(eRT ) cos(eθ)]

+
vT
rcT

[d2Kl sin(eRT ) cos(eRT ) +Ko sin(eθ)]

− vb[Kdex +Kld sin(eRT ) sin(eθ) +Ko sin(eθ)cc]

− vTKo sin(eθ) cos(eθ)cc (30)

Finally, using (9) and (10) in (30), we obtain:

V̇ =−Kx[Kdex +Kld sin(eRT ) sin(eθ) +Ko sin(eθ)cc]
2

− vTKoKθ sin2(eθ)− vTKoKRT sin2(eRT ) ≤ 0

(31)

Eq. (31) shows that the system is stable while the

initial conditions (27) are satisfied. To ensure the asymp-

totic stability of the error system, V̇ has to be a negative-

definite function. Let us exhibit the case where V̇ = 0

with vT > 0 and vT = 0. Firstly, when vT > 0 and us-

ing the initial assumption K > 0, it is straightforward

to show that ex, eθ, eRT are equal to zero to satisfy

(31), then according to (5), (4) and (27) d is equal to

zero (ey = 0). Hence, V̇ is equal to zero when vT > 0,

only if (ex, ey, eθ) = (0, 0, 0).

Secondly, let us consider the case where vT = 0.

The initial assumption is identical. Hence, the second

and third terms of (31) are equal to zero when vT = 0.

Additionally, when vT = 0, we consider that rcT →∞,

consequently the first term of V̇ is equal to zero when:

Kdex +Kld sin(eRT ) sin(eθ) +Ko sin(eθ)cc = 0 (32)

Replacing (10) with rcT →∞ in (32), the following

expression is obtained:

0 =Kdex +Kld sin(eRT ) sin(eθ)

+ tan(eθ)[Kdey −Kld sin(eRT ) cos(eθ)]

+Ko sin(eθ)

[
Kθ tan(eθ) +

KRT sin2(eRT )

sin(eθ) cos(eθ)

]
=Kd[ex + ey tan(eθ)] +KoKθ

sin2(eθ)

cos(eθ)

+KoKRT
sin2(eRT )

cos(eθ)
(33)

Using (6) in (33), we obtain:

Kdd
cos(eRT )

cos(eθ)
+KoKθ

sin2(eθ)

cos(eθ)
+KoKRT

sin2(eRT )

cos(eθ)
= 0

(34)

Eq. (34) exhibits quadratic terms. Consequently, con-

sidering the initial conditions (27), cos(eRT ) and cos(eθ)

are greater than zero. Therefore, all the terms of (34)

are positive and they must be equal to zero, i.e., d =

eθ = eRT = 0, and if d = 0 then ex, ey = 0. Hence, from

(34), V̇ is equal to zero when vT = 0 and rcT →∞, only

if (ex, ey, eθ) = (0, 0, 0).

Conclusively, if vT > 0 and vT = 0, V is always

strictly positive and V̇ is always strictly negative while

(ex, ey, eθ) 6= (0, 0, 0). Therefore, the errors system is

asymptotically stable while the initial vehicle condi-

tions (27) are satisfied.
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